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ABSTRACT
In 1+1 dimensions, the Wheeler-DeWitt equation cannot be imposed owing to an
anomaly in its commutator with the dieomorphism constraint. A similar obstruc-
tion prevents also a semiclassical denition of a WKB local time.
A consistent construction of a quantum theory of gravity is still lacking. Super-
string theory, as candidate of the theory of everything, is too premature to show such
basic phenomena as black-holes and Hawking radiation. Semiclassical analysis tries to
capture the general structure of Quantum Gravity but encounters several diculties
like the problem of time or the issue of information lost that raises serious concerns
on the unitarity of the full quantum theory. It is a challenge to reconciliate these two
extreme points of view.
QuantumGravity is usually presented in a canonical formalismwhere spacetime is
sliced in spacelike surfaces. The dynamics is then contained in an evolution equation
known as the Wheeler-DeWitt equation: E	[h
ab
; ] = 0; it requires the Hamiltonian
E to vanish on physical functionals depending on the spatial components of the metric
and on the matter eld(s). Invariance under dieomorphisms of the spacelike surfaces
is inforced through an additional constraint P	[h
ab
; ] = 0.
The semiclassical limit of the theory is achieved by a Born-Oppenheimer expan-
sion
1
in the gravitational constant of the Wheeler-DeWitt equation and leads to the
Tomonaga-Schwinger functional equation: ih@=@ = E
matter
, through the introduc-
tion of a semiclassical (WKB) time functional  (x;h
ab
].
The subject of this talk is to address these questions in a simpler (1+1)-dimensional
context. We will show that indeed anomalies occur in a straightforward Dirac quanti-
zation of our model; the Wheeler-DeWitt equation and the dieomorphism constraint
cannot be imposed simultaneously and a WKB time cannot be introduced.
Lineal gravity is a gauge theory
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is constructed out of a Zweibein e
a

, a spin-connection !












and an auxiliary eld

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Notation: tangent space is indexed by (a; b; : : :) with metric tensor h
ab






























































for the matter interaction. The auxiliary eld acts as a Higgs eld to insure gauge
invariance and in the \unitary gauge" q
a
= 0, this action is (classically) equivalent to
dilaton gravity coupled to massless scalar eld.
3
Notice also the topological nature
of the action, since it does not depend on a background metric in the spacetime.
As in a gauge theory, quantization is straightforward. We present it in a Schrodinger


















and eliminate the eld '
a
so we can rewrite the Lagrangian (1) in a rst order formalism [time/space derivation























































) are canonically conjugate and the canonical
momenta p
a




































can be read of (1) and are not given here. They








; '] and are






























































































































]  = 0
(5)




+ _'  uE   vP.
The rst equation in (5) is the Wheeler-DeWitt equation for lineal gravity, whereas
the second one reects invariance under dieomorphisms. The constraints E and P




; ' and usual anomalous commu-
tation relations.



















In the absence of matter, the wave functional has been explicitely computed without
showing any anomaly.
4
The regularization (e.g. by point splitting) of E(x);P(x) has

















) does not vanish and
the constraints (5) cannot be enforced simultaneously.
The semiclassical limit is obtained by expanding the wave functional in powers








+ : : :). The evaluation of the Wheeler-

























































The rst equation shows that S
g
corresponds to the phase for vanishing matter elds
and the second equation identies S
g
with the phase of pure gravity found in Ref. [4].
The third equation is the usual Tomonaga-Schwinger equation once the right side
is dened to be a functional derivative with respect to some local time coordinate
 (x; r
a
]. However such a denition is impossible since = (x; r
a
] commutes with










The quantum constraints of lineal gravity with matter are anomalous. It could be
that this anomaly may be suppressed by a dierent normal ordering
5
in the quantum
operators. Alternatively, a part of the constraints must be relaxed or the initial model
must be modied in order to dene an acceptable lineal quantum gravity. Whether
similar problems arise in 3+1 dimensions is an open question, and an understanding
of the lower dimensional theory is certainly necessary.
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